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GG Gaming’s Gary Lentin (left), asked that we include a photo of GG’s Marketing Exec and general
problem-solver, Kerry Hawke (right). To make him look prettier, of course!
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Questions

To Gary Lentin
Owner of GG Gaming

GG Gaming has come out the blocks after racing’s lockdown like Usain Bolt on steroids. They have
launched aggressive support and marketing campaigns on a variety of industry platforms,
including Turf Talk, and have pledged allegiance to racing via support of the Tote. Today, we get to
know GG Gaming’s colourful owner, Gary Lentin, not unknown in industry circles — always a manon-the-go — and we pose our seven questions.
TT: Give us some of your background

into the Gambling stable so it’s great that it runs in
my colours, just with a slightly different cap.”

GL: “I guess it’s the usual story about getting the
betting bug at an early age and never being able to
get rid of it, thankfully. Racing and sports have been
an extremely important part of my life and have provided me with so much. There were the usual minor
distractions like getting an education, military service
and day jobs but I never really allowed them to get in
the way of my betting passion. I still have a huge
interest in the local poker industry and continue to
run major poker tournaments around SA. Poker falls

TT: How, when and why was GG Gaming
formed? Purely a business venture, or did you
see a gap for improving on other online
offerings? You have come out of lockdown with
major promotional campaigns and industry
advertising. Why so aggressive now? You’ve
been around for a while.
GL: “I opened GG Gaming with my partner (to p2)
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Greg (Bortz) three years ago and we had a very
incorrect impression of the market. We also had
different ideas and bank balances so it was very
much a learn-and-patch entrance into the market. It
was a business venture but for me it was more of a
passion and an opportunity to try give a betting
offering to punters that I would like as a punter. It’s
not as easy as it appears owning and running an
online betting business. I bought Greg out in March
and I’m now in a position where I can start putting
my ideas in place. I’m not saying they’ll be better or
worse, but they are what I believe the industry
needs.

“We’ve embarked on this marketing journey as
it’s part of my business plan to get as many
punters over to GGGaming to see what we
offer and then to make a decision where they
want to do their betting business. I don’t expect
a punter to take 11/10 from me if they can get
13/10 elsewhere (I would be pissed off with my
staff if that was the case and I can assure you
that it doesn’t happen too much) but I try build
my business in such a way that if GG has the
same price as our competition then the punters
place their business with us because we have
better service and a much better attitude than
our competitors.
“The only way I can achieve this is to get the people
to come to my site and see for themselves. We
have many innovative bets and promotions that
start off unique to GG and I often have bets that
genuinely put the odds in the bettors’ favour but I
need punters to see this for themselves and the
best way for this is through a direct marketing campaign which is exactly what we’re currently doing.
I’ve been selective in who I’ve chosen to use in my
campaign and people like yourself, Neil Andrews,
Grant Knowles, Sheldon Peters and many others
are definitely getting the GG Brand out there and I
thank you all and hope that my kind words here get
me a discount next month with all of you!

TT: Bettors have been encouraged to support
tabonline for obvious reasons. You run a
business including the open bet, but there has
been recent communications and co-operation
between the operators and bookmakers. Post
Rian du Plessis, do you foresee greater
coherence and a greater contribution to the
stakes pot from bookmakers?
GG: “We don’t offer the Open Bet anymore- every
tote bet taken with GG Gaming is taken back with
the Tote. I made the decision when racing came

back to throw my lot in with racing operators and I
can proudly claim that I do not hold any open bet revenue. I’m not being a martyr or suggesting how
others should run their businesses but it’s what feels
right for me and I can only hope that there is a cooperation between the operator and bookmakers. Sure,
we are racing again but we’re not involved in a simple 5 furlong dash up the straight. Racing has just
started over what will be a tough 5-mile race full of
hurdles and challenges and if the bookmakers think
that taking advantage of what the operator gives us
and not putting anything back is the way to go, then
they not on the same page as me. We get a lot from
the game, I believe who should give some back and
try work together to make things work.”
TT: Most online bookmakers claim great
customer service, a good platform, etc. What sets
you apart?
GL: “What sets us apart is that we actually do deliver
for the most part and that it’s not just marketing talk. I
can proudly say that our focus is service, fairness
and service. I hire staff who have passion and pride
and I try build on that daily. I assure every client that
there may be a possible disagreement about price or
quantum which I’ll always try resolve fairly but you’ll
never ever have a complaint about service.”
TT: “We’ve noticed you even have private accounts managers, like private bankers when
banks were still customer-friendly. Even
communication in Afrikaans?
GL: “Now you giving away your VVIP status. Actually, we do have account managers and various
exclusive ways of communicating and betting with
us, this comes back to passion and service which I
don’t ever lower the standards on. It also comes back
to giving us a try, and see if we offer the same or better prices than our competition. I want the business
because our great, personalized and precise service
wins the day.”
TT There have been one or two nasty mails and
calls about GG Gaming and you, Gary, in
particular.
Are
these
perhaps
personal
vendettas? Do you or your business have
anything to be ashamed of?

“It could be a number of things which lead some
people to put up nasty things about people in
the public eye but I don’t want to guess about
the reasons and no, we don’t have skeletons or
anything to be ashamed or scared of.
“I’d like to take this opportunity to discuss social media and complaints about bookmakers. Punters are
able to go online and say what they like (to page 4)
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about bookmakers without substantiating or proving
their claims. They can give their biased opinions
and, as a service provider, bookmakers’ hands are
tied.

sionally let people down, but the fact is I do my best
all the time and I stand by my beliefs and I will continue to offer the best and fairest betting service and
product that I can.

“Like my current advert on your newsletter
says… log on to gggaming.bet and see for your“If we respond, we just add fuel to a fire we don’t self why we got so many happy and satisfied
want burning, if we don’t respond then often the customers. We are the bookmakers that
poster continues their bullying tactics. I doubt that understand that we are in a very competitive
there is a bookmaker out there who doesn’t have a entertainment-providing industry and we want to
few unhappy customers, it’s the nature of the game make sure you have the best and fairest
in that for bookmakers to win punters need to lose possible betting experience. Come see for
and sometimes it can become personal and often
yourselves.
angry and unhappy people try hurt others
“I have over 100 people who haven’t paid me and
it’s for real money. I’ve never gone on social media
and posted their names or embarrassed them, but,
to protect themselves if someone asks them if they
punt with GG they might say something derogatory
rather than the truth.

“I suggested to the Gambling Board that if
someone goes on social media they should be
banned from then using the Board for their
complaint, before it has been resolved, but if
they win their case they should then be allowed to publish it. That’s fair. Let’s have only
the proven the facts out there not allegations
that can’t be defended and most importantly
people posting on social media should be
forced to prove who they really are.
“I made an offer on my YouTube show that I would
go live on air and let anyone call in and ask questions about the industry, me, my business or any
other points of interest. I wouldn’t be prepped and I
would be happy to stand and allow people to throw
tomatoes live on air because I know the truth and
I’m very comfortable with it. Not everyone will like
me, and despite our greatest efforts we may occa-

TT: Can we look forward to further innovations?
“Yes, every week we bring out new ideas and products. We get new experts to give advice. We have
great free offerings and these will keep growing and
new ones will keep appearing. I’m proud to be a
sponsor of your newsletter and I’m proud to partner
Neil and Nico Kritsiotis on ‘Locked and Loaded’. Can
I also say that Neil will be adding some extremely
innovative and new programs to our L&L stable and I
will continue to give great offers to your followers. -tt.
BLOODSTOCK SA’s July online sale will commence on 3 July and Ashley de Klerk of BSA
said: “We have around 70 entries so far, we’re
expecting 85. All is on track, we are happy.” This
is a mixed sale, including sports horses, which
kicked off in June with some fair results and is
expected to go from strength to strength.

@turftalk1
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Sign up with EasyEquities, HERE, and enjoy your first R50 investment on us!
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Promising
Legislate:
Ways and
means to get
the job done!

LEGISLATE, seen here with his groom Jabulani Ndludlu, sired his first winner when Justin Snaith-trained
Speed Machine raced to an impressive 4.25-length win in a 1200m contest at Kenilworth on Monday. Justin
is on record saying that he really likes the Dynasty stallion’s offspring and Jono Snaith said today: “We have
two more in Hoedspruit and Victoria Mars, both can run. Legislate was a fantastic racehorse. How many
racing fans remember that he actually set a course record of 95,84s in November 2014, for the mile at
Kenilworth (under 60kg), a course and distance that has seen many great horses competing over it, including Sea Cottage, Horse Chestnut and Futura.” Legislate was taken to stud at Drakenstein in 2015, then
went back into training for a few months when he was found to be infertile, and in 2018 retired to Vaughan
Koster at Cheveley Stud. Koster told Turf Talk. “Legislate is enjoying life and we’ve had some interest from
breeders recently, they’re impressed with his few runners on the track. He still has a low fertility, that won’t
change, but we did manage to get seven out of seven mares in foal to him, because he covered the same
mares a few times during their periods of ovulation and that did the trick. He’s standing at R5,000 Live
Foal, and breeders who can leave their mares with us for a few days can benefit. He has the libido of a normal stallion and gets the job done, he just has to do it a few times, with the same mares, so we can make
sure he gets them pregnant. Legislate has one yearling at the National Yearling Sale (Lot 287) and Koster
will be sending one to the National Two-Year-Old-Sale in November. (Photo by Candiese Lenferna).

H-I-T Sale starts
Wednesday
MGAS Bloodstock has its
online platform up and the
catalogue for its inaugural
online horses-in-training sale
(1—3 July), brought to you by
MGAS and CRT, is available
on www.mgas.co.za They
have 46 horses to be sold,
including three mares in foal
to the exciting Potala Palace,
and runners from various top
trainers, including Sean Tarry, Mike de Kock, Corne
Spies, Brett Crawford and
Geoff Woodruff. For queries,
dial Gabi on 076 724 0585 or
Grant on 082 882 9774
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Pot O’Gold!

WE love ‘different’ ways of marketing and here’s Jan Mantel of Millstream Farm’s latest offering, alongside
a beautiful photo: “The pot of gold is in the middle of the rainbow, not at the end,” he writes, as this
weekend rainbow enfolds his Robertson farm. Millstream will have six lots at the National Yearling Sale,
including a full-sister to Marshall.
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Cash, put to its best use!

THE winning grooms from the meeting at Hollywoodbets
Greyville on Sunday 28th, each received a R1000 bonus as
part of the Grooms Initiative, proudly powered by
Hollywoodbets and Gold Circle. Here’s a happy Sinethemba Makhikhi, groom of Nathan Kotzen-trained Arizona Silk,
the runaway winner of Race 9. (Candiese Lenferna).

Enquiries: Jo Knowles on 083 399 6353
joknowles.ems@gmail.com

Mortimore paints the immortal

SEE
www.sugarhotel.co.za

info@thefortstud.co.za
EQUINE artist Peter Mortimore has been tasked with
immortalising champion mare Winx and jockey Hugh Bowman on a pair of silos near Bowman’s hometown,
Dunedoo, in western New South Wales. "I had to get over
my fear of heights," Mortimore said.
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FILL A SPACE LIKE THIS, HERE,
FOR A THIRD THE PRICE OF A PACK
OF IILLEGAL CIGARETTES!
mail: editor@turftalk.co.za

